A description of the CAT2 machine translation system is present e d a s a n e x a m p l e o f a m o d e l which stresses simplicity o ver complexity. The design of the formalism encompasses a minimum of formal constructs, yet is powerful enough to describe complex linguistic and translational phenomena. The paper presents an overview of the formalism, followed by examples of its usage in linguistic applications. A critical evaluation is presented, in which the authors discuss the shortcomings of the system and present the directions that are being taken to achieve a more realistic, and more simpli ed, model of machine translation.
Le prototype d'un syst eme de traduction automatique CAT2 est present e comme exemple d'un syst eme qui met l'accent sur la notion de simplicit e. Les quelques bases formelles du formalisme sont expliqu ees et illustr ees par des applications linguistiques. Au moyen de quelques exemples, il est montr e comment un tel formalisme p e r m e t a vec des moyens tr es simples de r ealiser des grammaires aptes a traiter des ph enom enes complexes et linguistiquement i n t eressants. Sont egalement esquiss es et motiv es les futurs d eveloppements du formalisme actuel.
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In developing any natural language processing (NLP) system, particularly for machine translation (MT) applications, it is crucial that the basic constructs of the system become, and remain, simple. Otherwise the complexity of the system becomes overwhelming (1) for the system developers, who have to maintain the system over its lifetime, (2) for the linguists and translators who maintain the grammars, lexicons, and translation dictionaries, and (3) for the end-users who actually make use of the system in some application. The notion of simplicity is often at odds with notions of power, expressiveness, e ciency, which one also obviously needs but which seem to promote complexity, and often, always unwittingly, metamorphoses into complicatedness, where the internal and external workings of the system are no longer well understood. This tension between simplicity and appropriate complexity underscores the design and development of an experimental MT system known as CAT2. CAT2, a transfer-based MT system, was rst developed in 1987 as a sideline to Eurotra, the massive MT project sponsored by the CEC in Luxembourg encompassing nine languages in twelve countries. In 1985 the CEC sponsored a rst design based on the <C,A>,T framework (Arnold et al. 1985 (Arnold et al. ,1986 , in which a \rapid prototyping" approach w as advocated. However, given the scope of the undertaking and the intense and varied use to which the prototype was subjected, its inadequacy as a working system soon became apparent. In 1987, the CEC cancelled this attempt and developed the Engineering Framework (Bech & Nygaard 1988) which has been in development up to the present time. Although some of the shortcomings of the original prototype were overcome, the \E-Framework" also introduced a number of new complexities into the framework (see Sharp (1991) for a review), to the point where the CEC has once again undertaken a new study to develop a third, even more powerful, prototype (Alshawi et al. 1991) , scheduled for completion in 1994. In the meantime, a number of sideline alternatives have sprung up in order to continue the research i n to machine translation, among them the MiMo system (Arnold & Sadler 1990) , CLG (Balari et al. 1990) , and the CAT2 system (Sharp 1988) . The CAT2 system, adhering to the original <C,A>,T methodology and abiding by the maxim of controlled simplicity, has continued to develop into a viable MT prototype in which current theories of computation, linguistics, computational linguistics, and translation are being tested, re ned and applied. To date, experimental translation systems have been developed for English, French, German, Spanish, Greek, Portuguese, Russian, Czech, and Japanese. In this article we will look at the nature of the CAT2 formalism, and try to re ect the notion of simplicity behind its design. The rst section describes the formalism, the second illustrates its application, and the third covers some of the intended extensions to the formalism which will further enhance and underline its inherent simplicity.
Overview of the CAT2 Formalism
The CAT2 formalism is used to describe (1) the grammar of a language de ning the set of wellformed linguistic structures that belong to the language, and (2) a mapping relation between the linguistic structures of one language and those of another. To this end, the formalism consists of descriptive mechanisms for generating the linguistic structures and for translating from one structure to another. The former are called Generators, the latter Translators. (This terminology is taken from the original <C,A>,T speci cations.)
Generators
Generators describe linguistic structures in terms of trees. We will assume here an intuitive understanding of the notion of a tree, i.e. that of a root (mother) node dominating zero or more subtrees (daughters). Each d a u g h ter has a unique mother node, except the topmost node, which has no mother node. Furthermore, we will assume that the daughters under a root are ordered, so we can speak of a left branch, right branch, middle branch, etc. Finally, a root with no daughters is a terminal node, a leaf in the tree. An example of a typical tree structure is the following:
The tree above s h o ws only the syntactic categories, but this is only one piece of linguistic information. Other properties, such as person, number, gender, tense, and many others, would be required to fully describe the actual properties pertaining to a given construction. As is now standard in modern computational linguistic theories these properties are described as features, i.e. attribute{value pairs each node in the tree contains a set of such features, called a feature bundle. F or example, the subject NP node above m i g h t be illustrated by the following feature bundle:
{ c a t = n p ortho = 'Tom' lex = tom a g r = { p e r = 3 num = sing gen = masc } case = nom } Using trees whose nodes are feature bundles as representations of linguistic structure, we c a n now de ne them in the CAT2 formalism. We de ne, rst, a feature bundle FB as: (1) FB f F+ g where F+ is a list of one or more features F, enclosed in curly brackets. A feature F is de ned as: (2) F <attribute> = <value> where <attribute> is some atomic constant, a label, and <value> is either an atomic constant or a feature bundle. The former are called simple features, e.g. cat, per, a n d case above, and the latter complex features, e.g. agr.
An example of the above NP feature bundle would be written in CAT2 notation as: {cat=np, ortho='Tom', lex=tom, agr={per=3, num=sing, gen=masc}, case=nom} Given this introduction to tree and feature structures, we n o w de ne a generator G for some language as a tuple:
where B is a non-empty set of constructors, called b-rules (\building rules"), and F is a possibly empty set of well-formedness constraints, called f-rules (\feature rules") on the constructions produced by B.
B-Rules
The constructors, or b-rules, de ne partial tree structures, i.e. mother nodes and their immediate daughters. A constructor C, C 2 B , is de ned as: (4) C <rulename> = R OOT.BODY. where <rulename> is a rule identi er, ROOT describes the root of the tree, and BODY is a list of the immediate daughters under the root. In the case of a terminal node, the body is the empty list such constructors, called atoms, de ne extensionally the lexicon of the generator, i.e. those constituents which cannot be further decomposed into subconstituents. By restricting the tree description to the immediate constituents, we h a ve the equivalent o f a c o n text-free grammar. That is, the structure shown in (a) corresponds to the context-free rewrite rule in (b), which i s written in CAT2 notation as (c):
An example of an atom is given below for the verb kissed: kiss1 = {cat=v,ortho=kissed,lex=kiss,tense=past}. ].
A more complete verb entry would include things such as argument structure, Aktionsart, aspect, in ection, possibly phonological information if relevant, etc. We will look at some of these in some detail in x2.
F-Rules
F-rules operate on the partial trees generated by b-rules and are used to assign default feature values and enforce well-formedness of tree and feature structures. They have a form similar to b-rules, with the exception that they are not limited to describing just immediate daughters | they can map onto an arbitrarily deep tree structure. F-rules come in three types: default, lter and strict. A default f-rule assigns feature values to a structure unless it already has di erent v alues, in which case the default rule does not apply. A lter f-rule also tries to assign values, and if it succeeds, the structure is deemed ill-formed and rejected from further analysis. The strict f-rule requires a structure to have or accept the given features if the requirement cannot be ful lled, the structure is rejected. Default f-rules are most often used to assign features to the lexicon. For example, most English verbs cannot be treated as auxiliaries, i.e. they do not front in questions, they do not contract with not, etc. Rather than stating this fact in every verb entry, w e can write the following default rule once to apply to all verbs:
The auxiliaries have and be and the modals would explicitly be marked with the feature {aux=yes} in the lexicon and therefore not be a ected by the rule. F-rules are used quite extensively in practice, since the set of phrase structure rules, i.e. brules, is rather minimal, given the implementation of X-bar theory as outlined in x2. Most well-formedness conditions, aside from pure structural well-formedness, are in fact controlled by way of f-rules.
Rule Application
CAT2 belongs to the family of uni cation-based formalisms such a s P ATR (Shieber 1984) . This means the basic operation is that of uni cation (Shieber 1986 ), both of tree and feature structures. Assume we h a ve the feature bundle description in (a) and this is to be uni ed with the feature bundle in (b):
a. disjunctive constraint {case=(dat acc)}
The positive constraint assigns a value to a feature, or con rms its value if it is already present i n the feature bundle under investigation. The negative constraint states what a given value is not permitted to unify with, and the disjunctive constraint states what values the given feature may unify with. In the process of uni cation, a feature may happen to not be assigned a positive value, in which c a s e a n y negative or disjunctive constraints will be retained until a value is assigned by some other rule application, at which time the constraint(s) can be re-evaluated. Failure of the constraint to be satis ed at any time will cause the structure under evaluation to be rejected. Backtracking will take place in this case to some previous choice point, if any. I n the current implementation of CAT2, all choice points will be exhaustively evaluated so that all possible paths in the grammar and lexicon are followed. A further notational extension provides for optionality and alternation of constituent structures. We can de ne the contents of the body of a rule as a regular expression EXPR whose BackusNaur Form notation is shown below: 
EXPR := ( EXPR , EXPR ) (sequence of expressions)
A somewhat arti cial example is shown below for a noun phrase containing an optional determiner, zero or more adjective phrases, at least one noun, and optionally followed by either a prepositional phrase or a non-in nitive s e n tential phrase:
{cat=np}. ^{cat=det}, *{cat=ap}, +{cat=n},^({cat=pp} {cat=s,tense~=infin})].
The application of f-rules to a structure is carried out in the order they occur in the grammar. This ordered relation enables default rules to assign features to a structure, which subsequent lter and/or strict rules can verify. This adds a procedural element to an otherwise fully declarative grammar formalism, meaning the linguist must be cognizant of the correct order in which rules are to be written. At the same time, the linguist has control over processing, and can, for example, order lter rules earlier in order to reject invalid structures before other rules are unnecessarily applied. As to the parsing strategy, C A T2 employs a bottom-up chart parser with one symbol lookahead. It essentially implements the Earley algorithm, where the completion step has been generalized to include the scanning of terminal constituents (Kilbury 1985) . The reverse of parsing, synthesis, is carried out by the process of translation, discussed next.
Translators
Translators map one structure onto another by a recursive process of decomposition, transfer and recomposition. For example, a tree structure created by the parser is transformed into a new structure with possibly di ering feature structures. The new structure may re ect another aspect of the language, e.g. a semantic or pragmatic representation, or it may be a representation appropriate to a target language. Schematically, w e h a ve the following situation where a source text T s is translated to a target text T t by transforming it through a series of intermediate structures L i , where each L i is de ned by a generator G i : 1 T 2 2 T 3 n;2 T n;1 n;1 T n
The parser uses G 1 to generate L 1 from T s , and a series of translators i T i+1 transform this into L 2 : : : L n . A simple yield function produces the target string T t , selecting out the orthographic features in L n . A translator T is de ned by the tuple:
where T B is a non-empty set of structural translation rules (\t-rules"), and T F is a possibly empty set of feature translation rules (\tf-rules"). Syntactically, the t-rule has the form: (6) <rulename> = R OOT.BODY ) ROOT.BODY. where the lefthand side of the \)" symbol is a partial description of a source structure and the righthand side is a partial description of a target object to be constructed. Unlike generator b-rules, the body of either side of the t-rule may specify a tree to an arbitrary depth of detail. Consequently, non-atoms may be mapped to atoms and vice versa. Semantically, the t-rule states: if the lefthand side uni es with the source object, then a target object unifying with the righthand side is created, provided that such o b j e c t i s l i c e n s e d b y the generator for the target level. An object is licensed in this sense if at least one rule in the generator uni es with the object, and each of the object's daughters uni es with at least one rule. Again, uni cation is the basic operation, including negation and disjunction as constraints. The simplest t-rule expresses the relation holding between two atomic objects, as found, for example, in a French-to-English translator:
More complex t-rules are de ned recursively over subobjects, permitting a compositional breakdown of a source object and construction of a target object, controlled by explicitly marking the subobjects to be recursively translated. For example, the following t-rule relates a constituent structure of a sentence to a lowered-governor dependency structure, in which the subject NP, the governing verb, and any f o l l o wing constituents are selected on the lefthand side for recursive translation, and repositioned in the target object such that (the translation of) the verb appears rst under the root node, followed by (the translations of) the subject and the remaining constituents: t = {cat=s}. 1:{cat=np}, {cat=vp}. 2:{cat=v}, *3 ]] => _. 2, 1, 3 ] Besides constituent reordering, the VP node disappears, since it is unmarked on the lefthand side, illustrating how nodes are \deleted" from a structure conversely, nodes are inserted into a structure by explicitly describing them on the righthand side of the t-rule. In synthesis we would have the reverse of the above rule, inserting a VP node in the target structure. Translator f-rules are similar to generator f-rules, in that they do not a ect structure, but rather a ect the feature content of objects. The test for applicability is uni cation of the entire lefthand side of the rule with the source object. If applicable, the righthand side is uni ed with the target object success or failure of uni cation has the same e ect as for generator f-rules, and depends on whether the f-rule is typed default, strict, or lter. As an example, the following strict translator f-rule copies over the complex agreement feature: tf = {agr=A}. *] => {agr=A}. *].
Linguistic Application
The grammars currently being tested are comprised of two generators, named CS (Constituent Structure) and IS (Interface Structure). The CS generator is used to express the morphosyntactic structure of a sentence, while the IS generator abstracts away from language-speci c structural relations and expresses more semantically based relationships, such as predicate{ argument{adjunct structure, NP determination and quanti cation, sentential time reference, etc. In analysis, a translator named CS)IS transforms the CS to IS, and in synthesis, another translator IS)CS performs the reverse transformation. For example, the following illustrates the CS and IS tree structures that are generated from the sentence Tom The actual translation step from one language to another takes place between the IS of a source language and the IS of a target language, for which a n I S s )IS t translator is applied. An ongoing debate within machine translation theory centers around the feasibility and advisability of making this relation bi-directional as yet, we h a ve left this a uni-directional relation in CAT2 pending further research. The IS is so designed that the translation process from IS to IS is maximally simpli ed. Tree structures are maintained unchanged so long as the predicate{ argument{adjunct relations are invariant, and feature structures are copied over intact except where explicitly altered, for example the lexical values. This correspondence between tree and feature structures across languages at the IS level allows a major part of the IS description to be actually shared among the di erent language components, so that the only language-speci c component at IS is the lexicon. This means that, for example, the German IS generator consists of the German IS lexicon and the shared IS component, the French IS generator consists of the French IS lexicon and the shared IS component, etc. Furthermore, shared \concepts", such as terminological entries, geographical place names, months, days of the week, currency names, etc., are included in a shared IS lexicon, further reducing the language-speci c lexicons. This action eliminates a major portion of the redundancy encountered in multilingual language descriptions, promoting linguistic consistency and stability in the development process, while still maintaining a transfer-based approach t o m a c hine translation. As a consequence of grammar sharing, language-independent constructors determine phrasal structure based on language-speci c lexical information. The main principles of structure are re ected in three complex features found in the lexicon: the head, frame, and restr features. We look at the de nition of the IS structure in the following section.
Phrase Structure
Three rules from the shared IS generator are responsible for describing generalized tree structures. One describes the projection of a head including its arguments and adjuncts a second describes the coordination of phrasal structures, and a third describes support verb constructions, or \light" verbs (Grimshaw & Mester 1988) , in which the principal argument-bearing element is a predicative nominal, adjective, or adverbial, the verb playing only a supporting role and in fact is lexically speci ed by the predicative element examples include:
French: faire u n m i r acle German: ein Wunder vollbringen English: perform a miracle
For reasons of space, we will concentrate on the rst of these rules, the head projection rule a discussion of the implementation of the support verb construction in CAT2 is covered in Mesli (1991) . The head projection rule is given below it represents a 1-bar instantiation of standard X-bar theory: head_proj = {head=HEAD} . {role=gov,head=HEAD,frame={arg1=ARG1,arg2=ARG2,arg3=ARG3}}, ARG1,^ARG2,^ARG3, *{role=mod,head={restr=HEAD}}].
The rule consists of one obligatory element, the head of the construction. The relationship between the head and its projection is expressed by the sharing of head features {head=HEAD}. The head acts as governor ({role=gov}) of the arguments described in its frame feature. The arguments occur as optional sisters to the head (ARG1, ARG2, a n d ARG3), as do adjuncts ({role=mod}). The head of each adjunct places restrictions ({restr=HEAD}) o n i t s g o vernor.
In this one rule, we can express the interdependency between heads, their arguments and their adjuncts the structural well-formedness is determined simply by uni cation.
Head
Our notion of \head" corresponds basically to that described in the HPSG (Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar) formalism of Pollard & Sag (1987) . According to their Head Feature Principle, those features marked in the lexicon as head features are percolated through all projections of the head to its maximal projection. These include the syntactic category, the -features person, number, and gender, a referential index, a wh-feature, voice, tense and aspect features, and several others. In our implementation, we also assume that the functional categories D(eterminer) and C(omplementizer) form projections, taking an N and V projection, respectively, as arguments.
Frame
The frame feature speci es the possible arguments of a lexical head. (We h a ve arbitrarily allotted a maximum of three arguments this is based purely on pragmatic considerations of implementation, and could be changed according to need.) An argument speci cation uni es directly with the features that actually appear in the constituent in question (i.e. they do not specify merely a mapping function), and include, among others, a thematic role (agent, affected, etc.), syntactic category, selectional restrictions (animate, concrete, etc.), and sometimes lexical restrictions (e.g. depend+on). An example of a frame speci cation is given below f o r t h e v erb adopter as in adopter une d ecision: adopter = {lex=adopter, head={cat=v,stative=no,...}, frame={arg1={role=processor,head={cat=d,semf={anim={type=hum}}}}, arg2={role=phenom,head={cat=d,semf={abstract~=concr}}}}}. ].
The completeness of an argument structure is controlled by lter f-rules, which lter out any partial structure in which obligatory arguments are not realized. Obligatoriness or optionality is indicated in the lexicon as an explicit feature e.g. the verb manger assigns its second argument the feature {oblig=no}. In practice, all arguments to verbs are assigned the feature {oblig=yes} by default. The coherence of the structure is controlled by assigning a null argument structure by default, which i s o n l y o verridden by explicit inclusion of arguments in the lexical entry.
Restr
The restr (restriction) feature is taken from HPSG and refers to the restrictions that adjuncts have o ver the sorts of governors they may modify. Our rule allows for any n umber of adjuncts in any order, so long as their respective restr features unify with those of the head of the governor. The restr feature is a component of the adjunct's head feature, so that by projection it is available for uni cation with the governor's head. For example, the French a d v erb hier contains a restr feature specifying that it adjoins to a V projection with certain time and aspect values. A sentence such a s Il vient hier cannot succeed in unifying due to con icting values of time. Similarly, the sentence Il vient, which i s a m biguous as to present or future tense, would be disambiguated via the restr feature if followed by the word demain.
Other Lexical Dependencies
The power of uni cation together with the head projection rule extends well beyond that discussed above. It is possible to express directly in the lexicon (1) control structures, (2) temporal dependencies between main and subordinate clauses, and (3) sharing of information between the head of a governor and the head of its argument.
As an example of subject control, we consider the verb menacer, which subcategorizes for three arguments, the \threatener", the \threatened", and the \threat": menacer = {lex=menacer, head={cat=v,...}, frame={arg1={role=sender,head={cat=d,semf=SEMF,index=I,agr=AGR}}, arg2={role=receiver,head={cat=d,semf={anim={type=hum}}}}, arg3={role=message,head={cat=c,lex=de, ctl={semf=SEMF,index=I,agr=AGR}}}}}. ].
The \threat" can be realized as an in nitival clause, as in Le p atron l'a menac e d e l e r envoyer, in which the subject of renvoyer is controlled by the subject of menacer via the feature ctl. A subordinate clause can only be accepted as an argument if the control features of the subject of menacer (semf, index and agr) unify with the control features percolated to the clausal projection through ctl. Similarly, the frame and restr features can be bound together directly in the lexicon, as in a subordinator like pendant que whose clausal argument m ust share the same temporal relations as the main clause. This is illustrated below:
This entry will then accept the sentence Pendant que Paul lisait, Marie entra and reject the sentence *Pendant que Paul lisait, Marie entre, without recourse to any additional rules. The correspondence between the head feature of a governor and the head feature of its argument is exempli ed by the relationship between a preposition P and its DP (or NP) argument. The semantic features of a head noun are passed to those of the governing preposition, so that selectional restrictions of a predicate may be satis ed on the PP. This is coded in the lexical entry for the preposition as:
Other examples include the relationships between functional categories and their lexical arguments, as in D|NP and C|VP constructions. For example, in the latter case, features of tense, voice and aspect are shared between the C and the head of the VP construction, using the same technique as above.
F-Rules at IS
While the head projection rule controls not only structure but to a large extent the feature content within structure, it cannot adequately handle certain linguistically interesting phenomena, such as distinguishing between anaphoric re exives, inherent re exives, and middle-voice re exives, or the determination of nominal speci city, so that the correct article, or absence of article, can be generated in the target language. For such purposes, f-rules are employed at the IS level. Here, we present one example of an f-rule which treats temporal boundedness in noun phrases.
Certain semantic values may be calculated, modi ed and tested compositionally. Here, we present one example of an f-rule which treats temporal boundedness in noun phrases. The nouns temps, time, Zeit are lexically speci ed as temporally unbounded, so they may not appear with prepositions requiring temporally bounded arguments: *depuis temps, *for time, *seit Zeit. However, if these nouns undergo quanti cation, they become bounded: depuis quelque temps, for some time, seit einiger Zeit. This modi cation of temporal boundedness takes place by w ay of an f-rule, given as:
Other f-rules are used to determine features of genericity, c o n trol the binding of relative clauses to their antecedents, control the binding of pronouns and anaphors to antecedents, state preferences of argument readings over adjunct readings in the case where an optional argument is analyzed incorrectly as an adjunct, etc. 
Evaluation
As the examples above h a ve shown, the CAT2 formalism has succeeded in treating a number of various interesting linguistic phenomena with the means of a simple but powerful formalism and carefully de ned shared linguistic resources which f o l l o w some general principles. But modi cation of the CAT2 prototype and the linguistic resources continues, and most of the grammatical speci cations we g a ve a b o ve are likely to be modi ed in more or less radical ways. Older versions of CAT2 grammars incorporated a third level called RS (Relational Structure), as Eurotra still does today, situated between the CS and the IS level. This level has turned out to be unnecessary and super uous for the analysis of the source language as well as for the generation of the target language. At the IS level the necessary information for synthesis is already present, so that CS can be generated directly from it. In analysis, the calculation of tense, aspect, modality, diathesis, etc., at the CS level is su cient t o m a k e a direct translation from CS to IS possible. As a result, translation time decreased considerably, less grammatical resources were required, interlevel inconsistencies were reduced, and the testing and modi cation of data was easier to perform. Once again, the simpli ed version proved to be more e cient. We are currently preparing a separate morphological level, preceding CS in analysis and following CS in synthesis. The consequence of this step is to liberate the CS lexicon from morphological data, so that syntax and semantics can be integrated at the CS level. Only morphologically, syntactically and semantically well-formed objects will then be generated at the CS level, instead of the current situation where syntactic structures are rst generated at CS, sometimes wildly, and then ltered out at the IS level on the basis of additional semantic information. The status of IS then comes into question. At present, aside from de ning semantic properties, the IS represents a structure designed to facilitate structural transfer between languages. However, transfer seems to have little to do with structure, once we look at the variety of languages and their forms of \translationally equivalent" expressions. This becomes obvious when comparing an agglutinative language like T urkish with an in ectional language like F rench: As these examples show, it is not the structure of a proposition but its semantic content that has to be transferred into the target language. Since our future CS level contains the semantic data, we can in fact eliminate the IS level completely from the analysis. The semantic information, built up during analysis of the CS, would be represented as a complex feature or features which form the basis of transfer. The transfer stage then becomes a feature-to-feature translation from CS s -to-CS t . The synthesis process will no longer be directed by language-speci c generation rules (i.e. IS)CS t-rules), but rather be a completely automatic process of instantiating the appropriate CS rules in the target language with the semantic features delivered in transfer. In order to realize this type of synthesis, the morphological leve l h a s t o b e i n tegrated into the CS level, the ultimate step in making the CAT2 system a one-level system. There are mainly two reasons for taking this step:
1. The CAT2 formalism should, for the sake of simplicity and consistency, ideally allow for only one type of transfer between levels. But the transfer of semantic features between two CS levels cannot be identical to the process of mapping words to and from a morphological level. 2. As the examples above h a ve s h o wn, there are close relations between morphological, syntactic and semantic phenomena. A grammar which is used by the synthesis algorithm must contain all possibilities for expressing semantic content, including morphological means, to choose freely among the range of possible means of expression.
Only when the CAT2 system has been modi ed in the manner described here, such that the translation of a single sentence takes minimal time and memory capacity, will it be conceivable to the attempt the analysis of several sentences as a single unit of text. Only then will we be in a position to resolve anaphora, to identify temporal relations between sentences, and to distinguish generic versus speci c contexts in a sentence.
Conclusion
We h a ve described a simple formalism for describing complex linguistic and translational phenomena. By using a highly restricted set of notational devices, we can achieve a high degree of linguistic coverage in a computationally e cient e n vironment. The basic operation is unication of features within tree structures, augmented by negative and disjunctive constraints on features. No recourse to macros or program subroutines, lists or set values has been introduced, keeping the data representation and processing algorithms simple.
The grammar implementations take a d v antage of shared resources, which i s e s s e n tial in any multilingual MT or NLP system. The grammars h a ve been designed to maximize the role of the lexicon in determining well-formed linguistic structures, following the trend in most current theories of linguistics. This simpli es the description of any one language, and facilitates the inclusion of new languages. The further developments planned for CAT2 involve merging morphological, syntactic and semantic data into a single level of representation, further simplifying the analysis and synthesis of linguistic structures, both for the system and for the linguist. This will have a bene cial impact on the overall space and time requirements, making CAT2 even more viable as a tool for conducting serious applied research i n to computational linguistics and translation.
